ប��ត�ិ និងលក�ខណ�ទូ�ស��ប់គណនី

���កទី ១: ប��ត�ិទូ�
១.

និយមន័យ

�ក��ងប��ត�ិ និងលក�ខណ��ំង��ះ�ក�� និង��ដូច�ង��ម��ះ�នន័យដូច��ល�នកំណត់ចំ�ះ�ក��
និង ���ះ �ើក��ង��បរ�បទត���វ�ក់�ក់����ងពី��ះ។
“គណនី” សំ��ើគណនីមួយ ឬ ��ើនរបស់អតិថិជន ��ល�ន�ើកនិង�ន�មួយ ធ��រ ហុង លីអុង
(��មបូ�) ភីអិលសុី (“HLBCAM”) និង���វ�ប់ប���ល�ំងគណនីថ�ី�មួយ����ង�ៀត��លអតិថិជន
�ចនឹង�ើក �មួយHLBCAM ���ល�មួយ�អ�គត។
“គណនីចរន��ជីវកម��ន�រ��ក់”
និងលក�ខណ��ំង��ះ។

សំ��ើគណនីដូច��ល�នកំណត់�ក��ង���ក២���រ២

��ប��ត�ិ

“គណនីចរន��ជីវកម�” សំ��ើគណនីដច
ូ ��ល�នកំណត់�ក�ង
� ��ក
� ២���រ៤��ប��តិ� និងលក�ខណ��ង
ំ ��ះ។
“វ���បនប័����ក់ប��ើ�ន�លកំណត់” សំ��ើឯក�រកត់����ល HLBCAM �នផ�ល់�យអតិថិជន
�ភស���ងប��ក់អំពីចំនួនទឹក��ក់របស់អតិថិជន��ល�ន�ក់�ក��ងគណនី��ក់ប��ើ�ន�លកំណត់�
មួយ HLBCAM ។
“អតិថិជន” សំ��ើនីតិបុគ�ល ឬ

រូបវ័ន�បុគ�ល��ល�ចទិញផលិតផល ឬ

���កម�ពី HLBCAM

និង

�នរួមប���ល�ំងឯកត�ជន សហកម�សិទិ� សហ��ិន ��ុមហ៊ុន ស�គម សហព័ន� អង��រ នីតិបុគ�ល
����ល���វ�នប��ើត�ើង�យច��ប់
និង�មករណី��ល�ចអនុវត��ន
រួម�ំងតំ�ង��ល់ខ�ន
ឬអ�កស�ង �ើក��ង���ន��ង����ងពី��ះក��ងប��ត�ិ និងលក�ខណ��ំង��ះ ឬ �យ HLBCAM ���ល

�មួយ�អ�គត ។

“គណនី��ក់ប��ើ�ន�លកំណត់” សំ��ើគណនីដូច��ល�នកំណត់�ក��ង���ក២���រ៥ ��ប��ត�ិ និង
លក�ខណ��ំង��ះ។
“HLBCAM” សំ��ើ ធ��រ ហុង លីអុង (��មបូ�) ភីអិលសុី រួមប���ល�ំង��របស់ខ�ន និងអ�កស�ង
និងអ�កទទួលសិទ�ិ�ះ។

“គណនីរួម��” សំ��ើគណនីដូច��ល�នកំណត់�ក��ង���ក២���រ២ ��ប��ត�ិ និងលក�ខណ��ំង��ះ។
“NBC” សំ��ើធ��រ�តិ��កម���។
“រ�យ�រណ៍គណនី�ឡ
� ច
ិ ��ន
� ច
ិ ” សំ��ើកណ
ំ ត់��
� ល
� �នផ�លជ
់ ន
ូ អតិថជ
ិ ន ��លស��ប
� �ល់�ត
� ប
ិ ត��
ិ រ
�ក��ងគណនីចរន�ក�ងកំឡ�ងពីរយៈ��លមួយពីកំណត់���ស់រហូតដល់រយៈ��លមួយ�ៀត��ល�នកំណត់
��ចុង��យបង�ស់ ��ល�ចផ�ល់ដល់អតិថិជន�មរយៈ http://www.hlb.com.my/kh។
“�លបរ��ទ
� ��រ�យ�រណ៍” សំ��ើ�លបរ��ទ
� ��រ�យ�រណ៍គណនី�ល
� �ចផ�លជ
់ ន
ូ អតិថជ
ិ ន។
១

“ប��តិ�

និងលក�ខណ��ង
ំ ��ះ”

សំ��ើប��តិ�

និងលក�ខណ��ង
ំ �យ��ល�ន��ងក�ង
� កូន�ៀវ���ះ

និង��វ� �ប់ប��ល
� នូវ�ល់�រ���� �រ��សប
់ រ� និង�រប��ម
� ���ង
� ៗ ��ល HLBCAM ���
ើ ង
ើ ���ល�មួយ

�អ�គត �ើយប��តិ� និងលក�ខណ��ង
ំ ��ះ ��វ� អនុវត�ច�
ំ ះ�ល់គណនី�ង
ំ អស់ �ើក��ង���នប��តិ�
��គណនី�ក់�ក់�មួយ��ល��ងផ�យ
� នឹងប��តិ�
និងលក�ខណ��ង
ំ ��ះ
�ះប��ត�
ិ� គ
� ណនី�ក់�ក់
��វ� �នអនុវត�។

២.

�របក��យ

២.១ ប��តិ� និងលក�ខណ��ល
� ���
ើ ស
� �
់ �
ើ ទ
� ��ស
ុ
រួមប��ល
� �ំង��ទ��ី និងអ��ទ��វ� បក��យដូច��រម
ួ
�ំងករណីផយ
� មកវ�ញ ។ �ក����ល���
ើ ស
� �
់ ឯ
ើ កវចនៈ រួមប��ល
� �ំងពហុវចនៈ��វ� បក��យដូច��
រួម�ំងករណីផយ
� មកវ�ញ។

២.២ ��សន
ិ �ើអតិថជ
ិ ន�នចំនន
ួ ពីរ ឬ ��ន
ើ �ក់ បុគល
� ��កៗ
់ ��វ� �ន�តព�កច
ិ � និង�រទទួលខុស��វ� �យ
�មគ��
ី ព និង �យ��កពី�។
�

៣.

�រ�ើក និង�របិទគណនី:

៣.១ �រ�ើកគណនី �រ���
ើ ត
� ប
ិ ត��
ិ រទូ� និង�របិទគណនី គឺ�វ� �ន��ប�
់ ង
� �យប��តិ� និងលក�ខណ�
�ំង��ះ ��ល�ច��វ� �នប��ម
� ���� ��សប
់ រ� លុប�ល និង��សប
់ រ� ��ក
� ខ�ះ���ល�មួយ�
អ�គត�មឆ��នុសិទ�ិ��មួយគត់របស់ HLBCAM �យ�ន ឬ ��ន�រផ�ល់ដំណឹង�ើយអតិថិជន
យល់�ម
�
និងបន��រព�មប��តិ� និងលក�ខណ��ង
ំ ��ះ និង�រ���� �រ��សប
់ រ� �រលុប�ល
និង�រ��សប
់ រ� ��ក
� ខ�ះ�ះ។

៣.២ �រ�ើកគណនី��វ��ើ�ើង�មទ��ង់��បបទ��ល HLBCAM �នកំណត់ និងស�ិត��មលក�ខណ�ត���វ
របស់ HLBCAM �យរួមប��ល
� �ំង�យុ ចំនន
ួ ��កត
់ ម�លអ
់ ប��បរ� ឯក�រ�ង និងឯក�រ�ំ��
���ង
� �ៀត��ល HLBCAM �ចទទួល�ន។ ���ប�
់ ល
� ��� និង���ល�មួយ�អ�គត HLBCAM
�ច���
ើ រ���ល
� ក�ខណ�ត��វ� �ំង�ះ�មឆ��នស
ុ ទ
ិ �
ិ� ម
� យ
ួ គត់របស់ខន
� ។

៣.៣ HLBCAM
រក��សិទក
�ិ ង
� �របដិ�ធ
� �ក����ស
ើ �
ំុ ក
ើ គណន�
ី យមិន�ំ�ច់ប��ញ��តផ
ុ ល�មួយ
ចំ�ះ�របដិ�ធ
� របស់ខន
� ។ �របដិ�ធ
� របស់ HLBCAM ���ចក�ស
ី ��ចចុង��យ។
៣.៤ អតិថជ
HLBCAM
ិ ន��វ� ផ�លឯ
់ ក�រប��កអ
់ ត�ស��ណ
និងឯក�រ���ង
� �ៀត��ល�នសុពលដល់
និង��ល HLBCAM �ចត���វឱ��អតិថិជនផ�ល់ជូន���ល�មួយ�អ�គត ក��ង�រ�ើកគណនី។
អតិថិជន���វ��� ឯក�រប��ក់អត�ស��ណ និងឯក�រ����ង�ៀត���វ�នសុពល�ព��ប់��ល
��� និង��ើ�រជូនដំណឹងដល់ HLBCAM �ម��ល�ច��ើ��ន���ល��លឯក�រ�ង�ើអស់
សុពល�ព �យ�រ��តុផល�មួយ។ ���ល�មួយ�អ�គត HLBCAM រក��សិទ�ិក�ង�រ

��ើសុំព័ត៌�ន និងឯក�រប���ម�យ��ប�មច��ប់ ឬ ឯក�រ��ល��ប��មច��ប់ស�ីពី �រ���ំង
�រសំ�ត��ក់ និងហិរ��ប���ន��រវកម�របស់កម��� ឬ/និង បទប��ត�ិ���ក់����ល����ង�ៀត
��ល�ន�ធរ�ន�ក��ង

����សកម���

និង/ឬ

����ស����សុី

�ើយអតិថិជនសន��ផ�ល់ជូន

HLBCAM ��មៗចំ�ះព័ត៌�ន ឬ ឯក�រ�ង�ើ�ម និង���ល��ល�ន��ើសុំ។

៣.៥ អតិថិជន���វ��� �ល់ព័ត៌�នលម�ិត��ល�ន�ក��ងប័ណ��ក់��ក់��វ�នបំ��ញ��ប់��ុង��យ
��ឹម���វ និង�ក់�ក់មុន��ល��ើ�រ�ក់��ក់។ ��ន�រ�សលុប���វ�នអនុ��តិ��ើប័ណ�
�ះ�ើ យ �ើ យ អតិ ថ ិ ជ ន�� � វ បំ � � ញ ប័ ណ � � ក់ � � ក ់ � រ�ថ� ី � ើ ម � � ី ដ ំ � ើ រ �� ត ិ ប តិ � � រ�ើ ង វ� ញ ។
HLBCAM
រក��សិទិ�ក�ង�រ���� ឬ លុប�ល់ព័ត៌�ន��ល�នបំ��ញរួច��ើប័ណ��ក់��ក់�ះ
ក��ងករណី�នកំហុសតូច�ច�ើត�ើង។
២

៣.៦ �មឆ��នុសិទ�ិ��មួយគត់របស់ HLBCAM �ចបិទគណនី�យជូនដំណឹង�មុន�ដល់ ��ស់គណនី
អំពី�របិទគណនី�ះ �ើយ HLBCAM ពុំ�ន�តព�កិច�ប��ញ��តុផល�មួយចំ�ះ�របិទ��ះ

�ើយ។

៣.៧ �ើក��ង��

HLBCAM យល់��ម����ងពី��ះ �របិទគណនី�យ��ស់គណនី��វ��ើ�ើង�យ
��ស់គណនី��ល់ �យ��ើ�របំ��ញទ��ង់��បប��លកំណត់�យ HLBCAM។

៣.៨ ប��ប់ពី�របិទគណនី�មួយ ឬ �ំងអស់ �ះបី�យ��ស់គណនី ឬ �យ HLBCAM អតិថិជន
��វ� ��គល់�ល
� ប់មក HLBCAM វ�ញ��មៗ �ល់មល
ូ ប���នប័��
� ល
� មិន�ន់��
ើ� ស
� ប
់ ណ
័ �
� ធ
� អ
ី ម
ឹ (ATM)
និងវត������ងៗ�ៀត �ក់ព័ន��នឹងគណនី��ល HLBCAM �នផ�ល់ជូនអតិថិជន។

៣.៩ ���ល��ស់គណនី��ើ�រដក��ក់សមតុល���ំងអស់ពីគណនីរបស់ខ�ន�ះ
សន�ត់��នបិទ។

៤.

�ព��ប់��ន់��មូលនិធិ:

៥.

�រផ�ល់��ចក�ី���ំ និង�រជូនដំណឹង:

អតិថិជន���វ����នទឹក��ក់��ប់��ន់

គណនី�ះ���វ�ន
និងច��ស់�ស់�ក��ង

គណនីស��ប់ដំ�ើរ��តិបត�ិ�រ�មួយ ��ល���វ�ន��ើ�ើង�យអតិថិជន។ �របិទគណនី នឹង���វ��ើ�ើង
�យ��ស់គណនី��ល់�យ�ក់�ក����ើសុំ�មទ��ង់��បប��លកំណត់�យ HLBCAM ។

៥.១ អតិថិជនសន��ជូនដំណឹង��យលក�ណ៍អក��រមក HLBCAM ឱ���ន�ប់�ម���ច��ើ�នអំពី��ចក�ី
���ំ�� ឬ �រ��ស់ប�រ�ំង�យ��ើឯក�រ�ង �យរួមប���ល��មិនក��ិត��ឹមហត����
មួយ/��ើន �សយ��ន ឬ ព័ត៌�ន��ល់ខ�នរបស់អតិថិជន ឬ ��ុមហ៊ុន។ HLBCAM មិនទទួលខុស���វ
�ើ�រ�ត់បង់��ល�ើត�ើងចំ�ះអតិថិជន
�យ�រ�រ��ស់ប� រ��លមិន�ន�រជូនដំណឹង
ច��ស់�ស់មក HLBCAM �ើយ។ HLBCAM មិនទទួលខុស���វចំ�ះ�រពន����ល ឬ �រលុប�ល
ចំ�ះដំ�ើរ��តិបត�ិ�រ�ម��ចក�ី���ំ�ះ�ើយ។

៥.២ �ល់��ចក�ី���ំ និង�រជូនដំណឹងមក HLBCAM ���វ��ើ�ើង��យលក�ណ៍អក��រ នឹង���វ�ន
�ត់ទុក��នប���នដល់ HLBCAM ���ល HLBCAM �នប��ក់��យលក�ណ៍អក��រ�
�នទទួល។ �ល់�រ�ម�រ ឬ �រជូនដំណឹង��ន់��ស់គណនី��ល���វ�ន��ើ�ើង�យ HLBCAM

នឹង��វ� �ត់ទក
ុ ��នប��ន
� ដល់ ��សន
ិ �ើ�វ� �នប��ន
� �យ��ល�
់ � ឬ ប��បព
់ �
ី ន���
ើ ម��សណីយ៍
��ន់�សយ��នចុង��យរបស់��ស់គណនី��ល
HLBCAM។

៦.

HLBCAM

�នដឹងនិង��ល�នតម�ល់�

សិទក
�ិ ង
� �រទូ�ត់ និងបូកប��ល
� ��: �យមិន�ង�មវ��ន�រ�ះ��យ�មួយ���ង
� �ៀត ��ល

HLBCAM

�ន

HLBCAM

�នសិទិ�ក�ង�រប���ម

និងបូកប���លគណនី�មួយ

ឬ

�ំងអស់របស់

អតិថិជន��ល�ន�ើក និង�ន�មួយ HLBCAM �ះបី�ក��ងទ��ង់��ប�ក៏�យ��លរួម�ំង ��មិនក��ិត
��ឹមគណនីរួម�� ឬ គណនី��ក់ប��ើ�ន�លកំណត់ ��ល�បំណ�លរបស់អតិថិជន�ន�មួយ HLBCAM
�ើយ HLBCAM �នសិទិ�ទូ�ត់សមតុល��សរុប�មួយនឹងបំណ�ល�ង�ើ��លដល់�លបរ���ទ ���វទូ�ត់
ប៉ុ��មិន�ន់�ន��ើ�រទូ�ត់សង។

៧.

�រចំ�យ និង������: ស�ិត��មលក�ខណ���ចំណ�ច៦�ង�ើ HLBCAM �នសិទ�ិកំណត់ក�� ���

និង����������ងៗ�ៀត និង�រពិន័យ �យរួមប���ល�ំងក�����ទូ�របស់ HLBCAM ក���ើង�រ
ពន����ប់����ើ��ប់��តិបតិ��រ�ំងអស់ និង���កម���ល���វ�នផ�ល់ជូន�មអ���មួយ ��ល���វ
៣

�ចជូនដំណឹង���ល�មួយ�អ�គត ។ HLBCAM រក��សិទិ���ច់�តក��ង�រ���������កម� និង�រ
ពិន័យដូច�ៀប�ប់�ង�ើ���ប់��លវ� និង���ល�មួយ�អ�គត�យ��ើ�រជូនដំណឹង�មុន។

៨.

�រ�ម�ត់ចំ�ះ�រប��ើតសិទ�ិ��តិ�គ: គណនី��ល���វ�ន�ើក និង�ន� HLBCAM
រួម�ំងឯក�រ�ក់ព័ន��ំងអស់ផង��រ �យ�ប់ប���លប៉ុ��មិនកំណត់��ឹម �ៀវ�គណនីប�ើ��ក់សន��ំ
និងប��ន់��ទទួល��ក់ ��ល��ញ�យ HLBCAM �ក់ទងនឹងគណនី�ះ មិន���វ�នអនុ��តិឱ��
យកមក��ើ��ស់���តិ�គ���តព�កិច� �ះបីក�ងទ��ង់��ប�ក៏�យ ��ើ�យចុះ ឬ មិនចុះ
ប��ី�យ��ស់គណនី�យ��ន�រយល់��ម��យលក�ណ៍អក��រពី HLBCAM �ើយ។ HLBCAM រក��សិទ�ិ
ក��ង�រដកហូតទុក�រយល់��ម �ះ�យ��ន�តព�កិច�ក�ង�រផ�ល់ជូន��តុផល�មួយចំ�ះ�របដិ��ធ
�ង�ើ�ើយ។

៩.

មរណ�ព និងអសមត��ព: ក��ងករណីមរណ�ព ឬ អសមត��ព����ស់គណនី �យ�ប់ប���ល
�ំងគណនីរួម (�យមិនគិត��ើលក�ខណ�ដំ�ើរ�រ��គណនី��ល�ន��ើស��ស) HLBCAM �នសិទ�ិ
ក�ង
� �រទប់�ត
� ដ
់ �
ំ
រើ ��តប
ិ ត��
ិ ររបស់គណនី�ះ រហូតដល់�រជ��ះប��ម
ី យ
ួ ��វ� �ន���
ើ ង
ើ ��ប�មច��ប់

�ធរ�ន����ស់គណនី��ល�នទទួលមរណ�ព ឬ ��យ�អសមត�ជន ។ HLBCAM រក��សិទ�ិក�ង�រ
អនុវត���ម លក�ខណ�ត���វ�រ�មផ��វច��ប់�ធរ�ន �មុន��ល��ើ�រប���ញនូវសមតុល���មួយ�ក��ង
គណនី�អ�កតំ�ង��បច��ប់របស់��ស់គណនី ��ល�នទទួលមរណ�ព ឬ ��យ�អសមត�ជន។

១០. គណនីអសកម�:

គណនី��ល���វ�ន�ើក និង�ន� HLBCAM ��ល��ន��តិបត�ិ�រក��ងកំឡ�ង

រយៈ��លមួយ (០១) ��ំ��វ�ត់ទុក�គណនីអសកម� ។ �ើម��ីដំ�ើរ�រគណនី��ះ�ើងវ�ញ��ស់គណនី��វ��ើ
��តិបតិ��រ�ក់/ដក��ក់ ����មួយ��លគណនី�ះ���វ�ន�ើក ។ HLBCAM រក��សិទិ�ក�ង�របិទ
គណនី��លអសកម��មួយ �ើយសមតុល����លមិន���វ�ន�ម�រ��ប�មបទប��ត�ិ�ធរ�ន នឹង���វ
���រ�ធ��រ�តិ ��កម���។

១១. �រលះបង់សិទ�ិ: �ល់�របង�ង់ ឬ �រខក�ន ឬ �រពន����ល�យ HLBCAM ក��ង�រអនុវត�សិទ�ិ ឬ

អំ�ច ឬ វ��ន�រ�ះ��យ ឬ �រអនុវត��យ���ក��សិទ�ិ ឬ អំ�ច ឬ វ��ន�រ�ះ��យ �មួយ�ះ
មិន���វ�ន�ត់ទុក���រលះបង់នូវសិទ�ិ ឬ អំ�ច ឬ វ��ន�រ�ះ��យ និងមិន���វ�ន ��ំង�រអនុវត�
ចំ�ះសិទ�ិ
ឬ
អំ�ច
ឬ
វ��ន�រ�ះ��យ���ល��យ�ះ�ើយ។
សិទ�ិ
និងអំ�ច
និងវ��ន�រ�ះ��យរបស់ HLBCAM ���វបន��នសុពល�ព និង�នុ�ព�យ��ញ��ញ រហូតដល់សិទ�ិ
�ក់�ក់ �ំង�ះ���វ�ន HLBCAM �ះបង់�មលិខិតុបករណ៍��យលក�ណ៍អក��រ។

�

១២. �រជួសជុលសំណង:
១២.១ អតិថិជនយល់��ម�យ��នលក�ខណ� និងមិន����ក�ង�រជួសជុលសំណងចំ�ះ HLBCAM និង��
ឱ�� HLBCAM រួចផុតពី�ល់�រ�ម�រ �រ��ើ វ��ន�រ �រទទួលខុស���វ �រខូច�ត �រចំ�យ
�រ�តបង់ និង�ល់�ហ៊ុយ�ះក��ងលក�ណៈ�ក៏�យ��ល HLBCAM �ចនឹងទទួលរង�យវ�ធី
�មួយ �ក់ទងនឹង�រផ�ល់ឧបករណ៍ឥណ�នធ��រ�មួយ ឬ ��ក់ឱ��ខ�ីក�ងរយៈ��លខ�ី ឬ
�រផ�ល់ជូននូវ���កម�ធ��រ�មួយដល់អតិថិជន �រទូ�ត់ ឬ ទទួលមូលប���នប័�� ឬ ឧបករណ៍

����ង�ៀត ជួសមុខឱ��អតិថិជនក��ងករណីគណនី��ក់ប��ើសន��ំ ឬ គណនី�មួយ����ង�ៀតរបស់
អតិថិជន (បំណ�លរបស់ HLBCAM) និង�យមិនក��ិតចំ�ះអ�ី��ល�ន�ៀប�ប់��វទូ�ត់�ឱ��
HLBCAM �ើចំនួនទឹក��ក់��ល���វ�ន�ម�រពី HLBCAM ឬ ��ល HLBCAM �ចនឹងទូ�ត់ ឬ
�ន��យ�អ�ក ទទួលទូ�ត់សង�យអនុ�ម�ម ឬ �យមូល��តុ ឬ �ក់ទងបំណ�លរបស់
HLBCAM ។

៤

១២.២ HLBCAM ���វទូ�ត់សង��មៗចំ�ះ�ល់ចំនួន�មួយ ឬ ចំនួន�ំងអស់��ល���វ�ន�ម�រពីខ�ន ឬ
ចំនួន�មួយ ឬ ចំនួន�ំងអស់��ល HLBCAM �ច��យ�អ�កទទួលទូ�ត់សង អនុ�ម�ម ឬ
� �ៀតពីអតិថជ
ិ ន
�ក់ទងបំណល
� របស់ HLBCAM �យមិន�ំ�ច់�នសំ�ង�មួយ ឬ �រស��ចប��ម
និងមិន��ន��តព�កិច�ក�ង�រប��ក់��រ�ម�រ�មួយចំ�ះ HLBCAM �ះ���វ�ន����ើ�ើង
��ឹម���វ�ះ��
�ើ�ះបី�អតិថិជន��ើ�រជំ�ស់��ើ�ព��ឹម���វ���រ�ម�រ�មួយក៏�យ
�ើយអតិថិជន���វទទួលយល់��មចំ�ះ�រ�ម�រ�មួយ

និង�រទូ�ត់សង��ល���វ�ន��ើចំ�ះ

HLBCAM និង�នទូ�ត់��ល���វ�ន��ើ�ើង�យ HLBCAM គឺ�នសុពល�ពចំ�ះអតិថិជន។
ចំនួន��ល HLBCAM �នទូ�ត់��វដក��ញពីគណនី�មួយ ឬ គណនីរួម����លអតិថិជន�ន�មួយ
HLBCAM ។

១៣. ករណី���នសក�ិ:

�ះបី��នប��ត�ិ�មួយ����ង�ៀត�ក��ង��ះ�ក��ងករណី��ល HLBCAM
មិន�ច�នលទ��ពអនុវត���តិបត�ិ�រ ឬ ផ�ល់���កម� ប��លមកពី��តុផល�មួយ�ើសពី�រ��ប់��ង
របស់ HLBCAM រួមប���ល�ំងប៉ុ��មិនកំណត់��ឹម��ះអគ�ិភ័យ រ���យ��នដី ទឹកជំនន់ ជម�ឺឆ�ង មហន��យ
ធម��តិ ��ះ��ក់ �តុកម� ច�ចលសង�ម វ��ទឧស��ហកម� �រ�ក់ទណ�កម� ស���ាម ឬ ��ះធម��តិ ឬ ក��
�មួយក��ងលក�ណៈ����នសក�ិ ឬ �រខក�ន ឬ �រ�ត់��ច់�រផ�ត់ផ�ង់��កទូរគម�គមន៍ ��ព័ន�អគ�ីសនី
ទឹក ��ងឥន�នៈ HLBCAM មិនទទួលខុស���វ�ះក��ងទ��ង់�ក៏�យ ចំ�ះផលវ��ក �រ�ត់បង់ �រខូច
���ជន៏ �រខូច�ត��លអតិថិជនទទួលរង ឬ �ើត�ន��។

១៤. �រប���ញព័ត៌�ន: អតិថិជនយល់��ម និងអនុ��តឱ�� HLBCAM ប���ញព័ត៌�នរបស់អតិថិជន

�បុគ�ល���ក់�ក��ង ឬ ������សកម���រួម�ំងប៉ុ��មិនកំណត់��ឹមចំ�ះ��ុមហ៊ុន�ំង�យ�ក��ង
��ុម��HLBCAM រួម�ំង��ុមហ៊ុន���� HLBCAM �ះបី���ុមហ៊ុន�ំង�ះ�ន��ក់�រចុះប��ី ឬ �នទី�ំង
ឬ ��កប�ជីវកម� ចុះប��ី�ណិជ�កម� ឬ ប��ើត�ើង�ក��ង ឬ �������សកម���ក៏�យ ។ ប���មពី��ះ
អតិថិជនអនុ��តិឱ��ប���ញរួម�ំងប៉ុ��មិនកំណត់��ឹមព័ត៌�ន�ក់ព័ន�នឹងអតិថិជន ឬ �រ�ររបស់អតិថិជន
និង/ឬ គណនីធ��រ��ល HLBCAM យល់�ើញ�សម��បស��ប់�លបំណង�ះ។ �រប���ញព័ត៌�ន
��ន់��ុមហ៊ុន ��ល�ន�ក់ព័ន��ក��ង�រផ��ព�ផ��យ ជ��ុញ�រលក់ �រផ�ត់ផ�ង់ និង��ង��កផលិតផល
និង���កម�ហិរ��វត��គឺ��វ�ន��ើ�ើង�ើម��ី�យ��ួលដល់��តិបត�ិ�រ�ជីវកម�
�រផ�ត់ផ�ង់�វ�ញ�មក
និង�លបំណង����ង�ៀតរបស់ HLBCAM ។

១៥. សុវត�ិ�ព

និង�របដិ��ធ�រទទួលខុស���វ:

ប��ត�ិ
និងលក�ខណ��ំង��ះរួមប���លនូវ
លក�ខណ�ត���វ/��ចក�ី���ំចំ�ះអតិថិជន�ក់ទង�ើប��សុវត�ិ�ព��គណនីរបស់អតិថិជន ឬ គណនី

��ល�ក់ព័ន� នឹងឧបករណ៍ និងកំណត់����ល�ក់ទងនឹងគណនី។ ក��ងករណី��លប��ត�ិ/លក�ខណ�/��ចក�ី
���ំ��ល�ន ��ង�ក��ងប��ត�ិ និងលក�ខណ��ំង��ះ មិន���វ�នអនុវត��ម�យអតិថិជន HLBCAM
មិ ន �� � វ �ន�ក់ ឱ � � ទទួ ល ខុ ស �� � វ �ំ ង អស់ ច ំ � ះ�� � ក �� ល �ក់ ទ ងនឹ ង �រមិ ន �រព�មប�� ត � ិ / លក� ខ ណ�
/��ចក�ី���ំ�ះ ។ អតិថិជនយល់ និងដឹង�ក��ងករណី��ល�រ��ើ��ស់គណនី�យបុគ�ល��ើនរូប

អតិថិជន���វប��ក់ពីត���វ�រ ���រ�រ�រ���ក�ង រ�ងអ�ក��ើ��ស់ និង�រ���តពិនិត��រ�យ�រណ៍គណនីចរន�
ដូច��ល�ន��ងក��ង��ះ។

១៦. ស�័យ�ព��ប��ត�ិ:

�ើសិន��ច��ើ�ន �ល់ប��ត�ិ និងលក�ខណ��ំង��ះ���វ�នបក��យ
��មលទ��ព ��ល�ចឱ����នសុពល�ព និង��សិទ�ិ�ព��ប�មប��ត�ិច��ប់��ល�ន�ធរ�ន ។
ក៏ប៉ុ�� ក��ងករណី��ល ប��ត�ិ និងលក�ខណ��មួយមិន�ចអនុវត��ន ឬ ��នសុពល�ព��ប�មច��ប់
�ធរ�ន អសុពល�ព ឬ �ព��ន��សិទ�ិ�ព�ះ មិនប៉ះ�ល់ដល់ប��ត�ិ និងលក�ខណ�ដ���ៀត�ះ�ើយ
�ើយប��ត�ិ និងលក�ខណ�ដ���ៀត�ះ���បន�អនុវត� និង�នសុពល�ព��ញ��ញ។
៥

១៧. ច��ប់: ប��តិ� និងលក�ខណ��ង
ំ ��ះ��វ� ��ប�
់ ង
�
និងបក��យ��ប��មច��ប់��
� ះ� ���ច��
កម��
�
��ល�ន�ធរ�ន ។ �ល់វ��ទ�មួយ��ល�ើត��ញពីប��ត�ិ និងលក�ខណ��ំង��ះ���វប���ន�
តុ��រ ��ល�នសមត�កិច�����ះ���ច��កម���។

���កទី ២ គណនី
១.

គណនីប��ើ��ក់សន��ំ

១.១ គណនីប���
ើ ក
� ស
់ ន���
ំ វ� �នប��ត
ើ �ើងស��បអ
់ តិថជ
ិ ន
�ៀង�ត់មយ
ួ ស��បអ
់ �គត។

��ល�នបំណងសន���
ំ ក
� �
់ ម��ល���

១.២ អតិថិជន�ច�ក់��ក់ប��ើ�ក��ងគណនីប��ើ��ក់សន��ំ�យបំ��ញទ��ង់��បបទ��ល HLBCAM
�នកំណត់ �ើយ��គល់ឯក�រ�ងជូន HLBCAM �ម���មួយរបស់ HLBCAM។

១.៣ ប��បព
់ �
ី រ�ើកគណនីប���
ើ ក
� ស
់ ន��ំ
អតិថជ
ិ ន។

HLBCAM

នឹងផ�ល�
់ �ៀវ�គណនីប���
ើ ក
� ស
់ ន���
ំ ដល់

១.៤ HLBCAM មិនទទួលខុស��វ� �ល់កណ
ំ ត់�� ឬ ចំនន
ួ ទឹក��ក�
់
មួយ��ល�នចុះក�ង
� �ៀវ�គណនីប��ើ

��កស
់ ន���
ំ យមិន�នហត���
� ���ង��ត�
់ យបុគល
� ក
ិ HLBCAM ��ល��វ� �នទទួល�រអនុ�ត
� ឬ
�រប��ក�
់ យ��សន
ីុ របស់ HLBCAM �ើយ។ ��តដ
ុ ច
ូ ��ះអតិថជ
ិ ន��វ� ពិនត
ិ �� �ើល�យ��ង
ុ ��យត
័ �
នូវ�ល់�រប��ល
� ទិនន
� យ
័ �ក�ង
� �ៀវ�គណនីប���
ើ ក
� ស
់ ន��ម
ំ ន
ុ ��ល�ក��ញពីបរ��ណ
�
HLBCAM ។

១.៥ HLBCAM �ចកំណត់លក�ខណ� ប៉�
ុ ម
� ន
ិ កំណត់�ម
ឹ� ចំនន
ួ ទឹក��កប
់ ���
ើ ក
ើ ដំបង
ូ ស��ប�
់ រ�ើកគណនី
��កប
់ ���
ើ ក
� ស
់ ន��ថ
ំ ី� និងក��ត
ិ សមតុល�� អប��បរ� ��លអតិថជ
ិ ន��វ� រក��ទុកដូច�ន��ងក�ង
� លក�ណៈ
សំ�ល់��
� និងក����� ង
� ៗរួម�ំង��ងអ���រ��ក�
់ ល
� �ន��ម�� HLBCAM ។ លក�ខណ�
ត�� � វ �រ�ំ ង �� ះ �ចនឹ ង �� � វ �ន�� � � � �� ល �មួ យ �អ�គត�មឆ�� ន ុ ស ិ ទ � ិ � � ម ួ យ គត់ រ បស់
HLBCAM �យ�ន ឬ ��ន�រជូនដំណង
ឹ �មុន។

១.៦ �រ��ក់��លទទួល�នពីចំនួនទឹក��ក់���រ�ក់��ក់ប��ើ�ក��ងគណនីប��ើ��ក់សន��ំ នឹង���វ
គណ����ំ���មូល��ន��ើសមតុល����ល�ន�យគិត�មអ���រ��ក់ធម��របស់ HLBCAM
និង�ល�រណ៍ដូច�ន��ង�ក��ង លក�ណៈសំ�ល់��� និងក������ងៗរួម�ំង��ងអ���រ��ក់
��ល�ន��ម�� HLBCAM ។ �រ��ក់��លទទួល�ន ���វស�ិត��មលក�ខណ����រអនុវត�ពន�
�ធរ�ន �ើយ���វ�ក់ប���ល�ក��ងគណនីប��ើ��ក់សន��ំ�ះ�ៀង�ល់��ចុង��យបង�ស់���� ឬ
�������ង�ៀត��ល HLBCAM កំណត់��មឆ��នុសិទ�ិរបស់ខ�ន ។ HLBCAM រក��សិទ�ិក�ង�រ��ស់ប�រ
អ���រ��ក់ធម���យ�ន�រជូនដំណឹង�មុន�អតិថិជនដូច�ន��ងក��ងលក�ណៈសំ�ល់���
និងក������ងៗរួម�ំង��ងអ���រ��ក់��ល�ន��ម�� HLBCAM។

១.៧ អតិថជ
ិ ន��វ� ជូនដំណង
ឹ ��យលក�ណអ
៍ ក��រ�ប��ន�
់
HLBCAM ក�ង
� ករណី�ល
� �ត់�ៀវ�គណនី
ប��ើ��ក់សន��ំ ។ �ៀវ�គណនីប��ើ��ក់សន��ំថ�ី�ចនឹង���វផ�ល់ជូនអតិថិជន�ម�រ��ើសុំរបស់
អតិថិជន�យ�រចំ�យ�បន��ករបស់អតិថិជន
ក��ងលក�ខណ���លអតិថិជន�នចុះហត�����ើ
លិខិត�� ជួសជុលសំណង �មទ��ង់��លកំណត់�យ HLBCAM។ HLBCAM មិនទទួលខុស���វ
ចំ�ះ�ល់�រ�ត់បង់ ឬ �រខូច�ត�មួយ ��ល��សគ
់ ណនីទទួលរង ��លប��លមកពី
�រ��ស
� ���ស
� �យ��សគ
់ ណនី ក�ង
� ករណី�ន�របន�ដ
ំ ក��កព
់ គ
ី ណនីប���
ើ ក
� ស
់ ន��ំ �មុន��ល
HLBCAM ទទួល�ន�រជូនដំណង
ឹ ��យលក�ណអ
៍ ក��រ���រ�ត់�ៀវ�គណនីប���
ើ ក
� ស
់ ន��ំ ។
៦

១.៨ �រដក��ក�
់ ច��វ� �ន���
ើ ង
ើ �យ��សគ
់ ណនី�ល
� ់

�យ��ប�
់ មួយឯក�រប��កអ
់ ត�ស��ណ

�ៀវ�គណនីប���
ើ ក
� ស
់ ន��ំ និងបំ�ញ
� ទ��ង�
់ ប
� បទដក��កដ
់ ច
ូ HLBCAM �នកំណត់ និង ឯក�រ
�ក់ពន
័ �
� �� ង
� �ៀតឳ���ន��ម
ឹ ��វ� �ម��ល HLBCAM ��ស
ើ ំុ និង HLBCAM �ន���ង��ត�
់ យ
��ឹម���វ�ើឯក�រ�ំង�ះ។ �ល់�រទូរ�ត់��ល HLBCAM ��ើ�ើងចំ�ះអ�ក�ន់�ៀវ�គណនី
ប��ើ��ក់សន��ំ និង�នប័ណ�ដក��ក់��ល���វ�នអះ�ង�ចុះហត�����យអតិថិជន ���វ�ន
អនុ�ពដូច��ល���
ើ ង
ើ �យអតិថជ
ិ ន��លខ
់ ន
� និង��វ� ឱ�� HLBCAM និងបុគល
� ក
ិ របស់ HLBCAM រួចផុតពី
�រទទួលខុស ���វចំ�ះអតិថិជន ឬ បុគ�ល�មួយ����ង�ៀត។

២.

គណនី�ជីវកម�ទទួល�ន�រ��ក:់

២.១ គណនី�ជីវកម�ទទួល�រ��ក់ គឺ�គណនីប���
ើ ក
� ស
់ ន��ំ ��លប��ត
ើ �ើងស��បអ
់ តិថជ
ិ នមិន��ន�
រូបវ័នប
� គ
ុ ល
� ��ល�នបំណងទទួល�ន�រ��ក�
់ �ើមល
ូ និធ�
ិ ល
� �ន�ក់ប���
ើ
HLBCAM ស��ប់
រយ:��ល�មួយមិន�ក់�ក់។

២.២ HLBCAM �ចកំណត់លក�ខណ� ��លរួម�ន ប៉ុ��មិនកំណត់��ឹមចំនួនទឹក��ក់ប��ើ�ើកដំបូង ក��
���កម� និងក��ិតសមតុល��អប��បរ���លអតិថិជន���វរក��ទុក ស��ប់�ើកគណនី�ជីវកម� ទទួល�ន
�រ��ក់ ដូច�ន��ងក��ង លក�ណៈសំ�ល់��� និងក������ងៗ រួម�ំង��ងអ���រ��ក់ ��ល�ន
��ម�� HLBCAM។ លក�ខណ�ត���វ�រ�ំង��ះ�ចនឹង���វ�ន�������ល�មួយ �អ�គត
�ម ឆ��នុសិទ�ិ��មួយគត់របស់ HLBCAM �យ�ន ឬ ��ន�រជូនដំណង
ឹ �មុន។

២.៣ អតិថជ
ិ ននឹង��វ� ទទួល�រពិនយ
័
ដូច�ន��ងក�ង
�
លក�ណៈសំ�ល់��
� និងក����� ង
� ៗរួម�ំង��ង
អ���រ��ក�
់ ល
� �ន��ម�� HLBCAM ក�ង
� ករណី�ល
� សមតុល�� ��គណនី�ជីវកម�ទទួល�ន
�រ��ក�
់ នចំនន
ួ តិច�ងចំនន
ួ ��ល��វ� �នកំណត់�យលក�ណៈសំ�ល់��
� និងក����� ង
� ៗ រួម�ំង
��ងអ���រ��ក�
់ ល
� �ន��ម�� HLBCAM ។

២.៤ អតិថិជន�ច��ើ�រ�ក់ ឬ ដក��ក់ពីគណនី�ជីវកម�ទទួល�ន�រ��ក់ ��ប��មលក�ណៈសំ�ល់
��� និងក������ងៗ រួម�ំង��ងអ���រ��ក់��ល�ន��ម�� HLBCAM �យបំ��ញទ��ង់
��បបទ��ើសុំ��ល HLBCAM �នកំណត់។

២.៥ រ�យ�រណ៍សមតុល����គណនី�ជីវកម�ទទួល�ន�រ��ក់
នឹង���វផ�ល់ជូនអតិថិជន��ប�ម
លក�ណៈសំ�ល់��� និងក������ងៗ រួម�ំង��ងអ���រ��ក់��ល�ន��ម�� HLBCAM ឬ
ក��ង កំឡ�ង��ល�មួយ�ម�រកំណត់របស់ HLBCAM �មឆ��នុសិទ�ិ��មួយគត់របស់ HLBCAM ។

២.៦ អតិថិជន���វពិនិត���ើលនូវ�ល់ទិន�ន័យ�ក��ងរ�យ�រណ៍សមតុល��គណនី�ជីវកម�ទទួល�ន�រ��ក់

ឬ ក��ងករណីអតិថិជន��ើ��ស់���កម���ឡិច���និច (on-line) របស់ HLBCAM រ�យ�រណ៍
គណនី��ឡិច���និច (on-line) និង���វជូនដំណឹងមក HLBCAM ��មក��ងករណី ��លរក�ើញ��ន
កំហុស�ើត�ើង�ក��ង�ះ។ ក��ងកំឡ�ង��ល ១៤��� (ឬ ក��ងរយៈ��ល�ក់�ក់�មួយកំណត់�យ

HLBCAM) ��សិន�ើអតិថិជនមិន��ើ�រជូនដំណឹងអំពី�រជំ�ស់�ើទិន�ន័យ�មួយប��ប់ពីទទួល�ន
រ�យ�រណ៍គណនី�ជីវកម�ទទួល�ន�រ��ក់ ឬ ពី�លបរ���ទរ�យ�រណ៍គណនី��ឡិច���និច
(on-line)
អតិថិជន���វ�នសន�ត់��នទទួលយកទិន�ន័យ�ះ�
��ឹម���វគិត��ឹម���ប���ល
ចុង��យ�ក��ងរ�យ�រណ៍គណនី�ជីវកម�ទទួល�ន�រ��ក់ ឬ រ�យ�រណ៍គណនី ��ឡិច���និច
(on-line) ស��ប់អតិថិជន��ើ��ស់���កម���ឡិច���និច (on-line) របស់ HLBCAM និង��ឳ��
HLBCAM រួចផុតពី�រទទួលខុស���វ�ំងអស់។
៧

៣.

គណនីចរន�:

៣.១ គណនីចរន� គឺ�����ទគណនី��តិបត�ិ�រ��លប��ើត�ើងស��ប់អតិថជន��ល�នត���វ�រ�ើ���
កម���ល�ន�ព�យ��ួល និង�ច��ើ��ស់មូលនិធិរបស់ខ�ន ។

៣.២ អតិថជ
ិ ន�ច�ក់�ក
� ប
់ ���
ើ ក�ង
� គណនីចរន��យបំ�ញ
� ទ��ង�
់ ប
� បទ��ល

HLBCAM

និង��វ� ផ�លឯ
់ ក�រ HLBCAM �នកំណត់��ម���មួយរបស់ HLBCAM ។

�នកំណត់

៣.៣ HLBCAM �ចកំណត់លក�ខណ� ��លរួចមកប៉ុ��មិនកំណត់��ឹម ចំនួនទឹក��ក់ប��ើ�ើកដំបូង ក��
���កម� និងក��ត
ិ សមតុល�� អប��បរ���លអតិថជ
ិ ន��វ� រក��ទុក ស��ប�
់ ក
ើ គណនីចរន� ដូច�ន��ងក�ង
�
លក�ណៈ សំ�ល់��
� និងក����� ង
� ៗ រួម�ំង��ងអ���រ��ក�
់ ល
� �ន��ម�� HLBCAM។
លក�ខណ�ត���វ�រ�ំង��ះ�ចនឹង���វ�ន�������ល�មួយ�អ�គត�មឆ��នុសិទ�ិ��មួយគត់
របស់ HLBCAM �យ�ន ឬ ��ន�រជូនដំណង
ឹ �មុន។

៣.៤ អតិថជ
ិ ន��វ� �ក់�ក����ស
ើ �
ំុ ៀវ�មូលប���នប័�� ��យលក�អ
័ ក��រ�មទ��ង�
់ ប
� បទ��ល HLBCAM
�នកំណត់ ឬ �មម����យ�មួយ���ង
� �ៀត ��ល HLBCAM �នអនុ�ត
� ។ ប��បព
់ អ
ី តិថជ
ិ ន
�នបំ�ញ
� �ល់លក�ខណ�ត��វ� �រ��ល HLBCAM �នកំណត់ �មឆ��នស
ុ ទ
ិ �
ិ� ម
� យ
ួ គត់របស់ HLBCAM
អតិថជ
ិ ន នឹង��វ� �នជូនដំណង
ឹ អំព�
ី ព�ៀបរយ���ៀវ�មូលប���នប័��
� ល
� អតិថជ
ិ ន�ចទទួល�ន
�យខ�ន
� ឯង��ល�
់ �� HLBCAM ��លអតិថជ
ិ ន�ើកគណនីចរន��ះ ។ អតិថជ
ិ ន�ច��ស
ើ �
ំុ ៀវ�
មូលប���នប័���ើកបន�ប��ប់
�យ��ើ��ស់ទំព័រស��ប់��ើសុំ��ល�ន��ប់�ក��ង�ៀវ�
មូលប���នប័���ស់�ះ ���ល��លអតិថិជន��ញចិត���តិបតិ��ររបស់គណនីចរន��ះ។

៣.៥ �ន��មូលប���នប័����ល���វ�នផ�ល់ជូន�យ
HLBCAM
�យ�ននូវ��ខគណនីចរន�របស់
HLBCAM ��ប៉ុ��ះ ��ល�ច��ើ��ស់ស��ប់�ើក��ក់ពី HLBCAM ។ អតិថិជន���វ��ើសុំ�រអនុ��តិ

ពី HLBCAM �មុនក�ង
� ករណី�នបំណងដក�ច់�ក
� �
់ យ���
ើ ស
� ម
់ ល
ូ ប���នប័�� ឬ ប័ណដ
� ក��ក់
��ល�នកំណត់ ឬ ឧបករណ៍��� ង
� �ៀត ឬទ��ង�
់ ប
� បទ���ង
� �ៀត��ល HLBCAM �នកំណត់ ។
មិន��វ� ���
ើ ស
� �
់ ស
� ន
ីុ �យអក��រ��ឡច
ិ ��ន
� ច
ិ /អង�ល
� �
ី ខ
� ��ឡច
ិ ��ន
� ច
ិ
និងប៊ច
� ��លទឹក���
ំ ចលុប�ន
�ើម��ីសរ��រ�ើមូលប���នប័���ះ��។ HLBCAM មិនទទួលខុស���វចំ�ះ�រ�ត់បង់ ឬ �រខូច�ត
�មួយ ��លប��លមកពី�រ��ើ��ស់��សុីន�យអក��រ��ឡិច���និច/អង��លី��ខ��ឡិច���និច និង
ប៊�ច ��លទឹក��ំ�ចលុប�ន�ើយ។

៣.៦ អតិថិជននឹង���វយកចិត�ទុក�ក់ចំ�ះ�រសរ��រមូលប���នប័�� ��លមិនបង��យ�ន�រ���ងបន�ំ។
HLBCAM �នសិទិ�ក�ង�រមិនទទួលទូ�ត់ និងប���ន��លប់�វ�ញ ក��ងករណី��លហត����
របស់អតិថជ
ិ នខុសពីគរំ ហ
ូ ត���
� ��លផ�លម
់ ក HLBCAM។ មិន��វ� �ន�រ����
� ស
� ប
់ រ� �មួយ��ើ
មូលប���នប័���ះ�� ។ HLBCAM រក��សិទ�ិក�ង�រមិនទូ�ត់ និងប���ន��លប់�វ�ញនូវមូលប���នប័��
�មួយ ��លក��ង�រយល់�ើញរបស់ HLBCAM �ន�រ������ស់ប�រក��ងទ��ង់ �មួយ�ះ
(�ះ�នចុះហត����ប��ក់�យអតិថិជន/ប�រ័ក/����ងពី��ះ) ឬ HLBCAM �ន ��តុផលក��ង�រ
សង��័យ�ើ�ព��ឹម���វ��អត�ស��ណរបស់អតិថិជន។

៣.៧ អតិថិជន���វជូនដំណឹងមក�ន់ HLBCAM �ប��ន់ ក��ងករណី��ល�ៀវ� ឬ សន�ឹកមូលប���នប័��
�មួយ���វ�ន�ត់ ឬ ���វ�នលួច ឬ ���វ�នបំ��ញ។ HLBCAM មិនទទួលខុស���វ��ើ�រ �ត់បង់
ឬ �រខូច�ត��លអតិថិជនទទួលរង�ះ�� ��ល�មរយៈ�ព���ស����ស ឬ កំហុស របស់អតិថិជន
បុគ�ល��លមិនទទួល�ន�រអនុ��ត�ចទទួល�ៀវ� ឬ សន�ឹកមូលប���នប័���ះ�ើយ��ើ��ស់
៨

�ើម�� ទ
ី ទួល�ន�រទូ�ត់�យមិន��ម
ឹ ��វ� នូវចំនន
ួ ទឹក��ក�
់
មួយ ��ល�កម�សទ
ិ រិ� បស់អតិថជ
ិ ន។
៣.៨ ក��ងករណី��ល�ត់�ៀវ�មូលប���នប័�� �ម�រ��ើសុំ�យអតិថិជន HLBCAM �ចផ�ល់ជូន
នូវ�ៀវ�មូលប���នប័��ថ�ី�អតិថិជន ប��ប់ពីអតិថិជន�នចុះហត�����ើលិខិត��ជួសជុល
សំណង �ើយក��ងករណី�គណនីរួម�� ��ស់គណនី�ំងអស់��វចុះហត���� �ើយ������កម�នឹង���វ

�បន��ករបស់��ស់គណនី ។ ប��ប់ពីផ�ល់ជូន�ៀវ�មូលប���នប័��ថ�ី �ៀវ�មូលប���នប័���ស់
���វ��យ���នសុពល�ព និងក�ង
� ករណីរក�ើញវ�ញ ឬ យក�នមកវ�ញ���វ��ប���ន��លប់មក
HLBCAM �ប��ន់។

៣.៩ អតិថិជន���វ��� ព័ត៌�ន�ក��ង�ៀវ�មូលប���នប័��គឺ��ឹម���វ�មុន��ល�ក��ញពីបរ���ណ
HLBCAM ។ �រខក�នមិន�ន���តពិនិត��ឱ���ន��ឹម���វ�ះ���វ���យ HLBCAM រួចផុតពី�រ
ទទួលខុស���វ�ំងអស់។

៣.១០ អតិថិជន���វជូនដំណឹង��យលក�ណ៍អក��រ អំពី�រប���ប់�រទូរ�ត់ចំ�ះមូលប���នប័����ល�ន

��ញ�ើយ។ �រជូនដំណឹង��យលក�ណ៍អក��រ� HLBCAM �ើម��ីប���ប់�រទូរ�ត់មូលប���នប័��
���វ�នប��ក់៖ ��ខមូលប���នប័�� ��ខគណនី ចំនួនទឹក��ក់ ��ះអ�កទទួល�រទូ�ត់
(អ���ហក)

និង�លបរ��� ទ។

HLBCAM

នឹង��ើ�រកត់��ចំ�ះ���រ��ើឱ��បដិ��ធ�មុន

ក��ង�រទូ�ត់�ើមូលប���នប័��ប��ប់ពីទទួល�នលិខិតជូនដំណឹងពី��ស់គណនីប៉ុ��ះ។ HLBCAM
មិនទទួលខុស���វ ឬ ទទួលរងចំ�ះ�រ�ត់បង់��លអតិថិជនទទួលរង ប��លមកពី�រមិនយកចិត�
ទុក�ក់�រ���ស����ស ក��ង�រទប់��ត់�រទូ�ត់មូលប���នប័��។

៣.១១ HLBCAM ���វ�នអនុ��តឱ����ើ�រទូ�ត់�ល់មូលប���នប័�� រូបិយណត�ិ ប��រទូ�ត់ ប័ណ�សង�ម
ប��រ��ល�នប��ក�
់ ក់�ក់��ើម�� ទ
ី ទួល�ន�រទូ�ត់�រចុះហត���
� �រ��ស
ើ �
ី� រ �រ��ប
ើ ដិ�ខ
�

ឬ ��ើ�ើង�ំង�មឱ��អតិថិជន �ះបី�គណនីចរន��ះ�នសមតុល��វ�ជ��ន ឬ អវ�ជ��ន ឬ
��យ��រដក��ក់�ើសចំនួន��ល�នក��ងគណនីប��ប់ពីទូ�ត់ ឬ ����ងពី��ះ ប៉ុ��មិនប៉ះ�ល់
ចំ�ះសិទ�ិរបស់ HLBCAM ក��ង�របដិ��ធចំ�ះវ��រូបន៍�មួយ ។ ក��ងករណី��ល�នសមតុល��
អវ�ជ��ន ឬ �រដក��ក់�ើស�យ��ន��ៀងទុក�មុន�ើត�ន�ើង អតិថិជន���វទទួលខុស���វចំ�ះ
ចំនួនសរុប�ំង�ះ។

៣.១២ ��សិន�ើ��ស់គណនី��ញមូលប���នប័����ើនសន�ឹក ឬ ផ�ល់��ចក�ី���ំស��ប់��ើ�រទូរ�ត់��ើន
�ើកចំ�ះគណនីចរន� �ើយ��សិន�ើចំនួនសរុប��មូលប���នប័�� ឬ ��ចក�ី���ំស��ប់��ើ
�រទូរ�ត់�ំង�ះ�នចំនួន�ើសពីចំនួនសមតុល����ល�ន ឬ �ើសពីចំនួន��ល�ន��ម��ៀង
�មុន�មួយ HLBCAM �ះ HLBCAM ���វ�នសិទ�ិ��ើ�រទូ�ត់មូលប���នប័�� ឬ ��ចក�ី���ំ
ស��ប់��ើ�រទូ�ត់�មួយ ��ល�នយកមកប��ញ�ើម��ី��ើ�រទូ�ត់មុន�� �យមិនគិតពី�ល
បរ���ទ��ល�ន�ើមូលប���នប័�� ឬ ��ចក�ី���ំស��ប់��ើ�រទូ�ត់សង��ក់ �យ��ើ��ស់
មូលនិធិ��ល�នក��ងគណនី�ះ ។

៣.១៣ ក��ងករណី��ល HLBCAM បដិ��ធមិន��ើ�រទូ�ត់មូលប���នប័���មួយ HLBCAM �ច (��មិន��ន
��តព�កិច�) ��គល់មូលប���នប័���ះ�អ�ក��លយកមកប��ញ�ើម��ី��ើ�រទូ�ត់វ�ញ �យ�ន ឬ
មិន�ន�រផ�ល់ជូននូវមូល��តុ ។ HLBCAM មិនទទួលខុស���វចំ�ះអ�ក��ញមូលប���នប័�� អ�កទទួល
ផល���ជន៍ (អ���ហក) ឬ តតិយ�គី�មួយ ចំ�ះ�របដិ��ធក��ង�រទូ�ត់មូលប���នប័��
៩

�យ��តុ� HLBCAM ��ើ�យសុចរ�ត និង ��ះ��ង់ ។ HLBCAM រក��សិទ�ិក�ង�រ��ើ�រពិន័យចំ�ះ
�របដិ��ធមិន��ើ�រទូ�ត់មូលប���នប័���ម�រកំណត់�យឆ��នុសិទ�ិ�ច់�តរបស់
���ល�មួយ�អ�គត។

៣.១៤ រ�យ�រណ៍គណនីចរន�នឹង���វ�នផ�ល់ជូនមួយ�ើកក��ង១��

ឬ

HLBCAM

ក��ងរយៈ��ល����ង�ម�រកំណត់

�យ HLBCAM ។ អតិថិជន���វ���តពិនិត���ើល�ល់ទិន�ន័យ�ក��ងរ�យ�រណ៍គណនីចរន�របស់ខ�ន

ឱ���នច��ស់�ស់ ឬ ក��ងករណីអតិថិជន��ើ��ស់���កម���ឡិច���និច (on-line) របស់ HLBCAM

រ�យ�រណ៍គណនី��ឡិច���និច (on-line) នឹង���វ��ើ�រជូនដំណឹងមក HLBCAM �ប��ន់ ��សិន�ើ

រក�ើញ��នកំហុស�ើត�ើង�ក��ង�ះ។ ��សិន�ើក�ងកំឡ�ង��ល ១៤ (ដប់បួន) ��� (ឬ រយ:��ល
����ង�ៀត��លកំណត់�យ

HLBCAM

�ក��ងរ�យ�រណ៍/�រជូនដំណឹង/រ�យ�រណ៍គណនី

��ឡច
ិ ��ន
� ច
ិ (on-line) ប��ប់ពីទទួល�នរ�យ�រណ៍គណនីចរន� ឬ ពី�លបរ���ទ��រ�យ�រណ៍

គណនី�ឡ
� ច
ិ ��ន
� ច
ិ (on-line) អតិថិជនមិន�ន��ើ�រជំ�ស់ �ើទិន�ន័យព័ត៌�ន�មួយ ��ល�ន
�ក��ងរ�យ�រណ៍�ះ��

អតិថិជន���វ�នសន�ត់�

�នទទួលយកទិន�ន័យព័ត៌�ន��ល���វ�ន

ប���ន��ឹម�លបរ��� ទ���រប���លចុង��យ�ក��ងរ�យ�រណ៍គណនីចរន�/ក��ងករណីអតិថិជន��ើ

��ស់���កម���ឡិច���និច (on-line) របស់ HLBCAM រ�យ�រណ៍គណនី��ឡិច���និច (on-line)
��ឹម���វ និង��ឱ�� HLBCAM រួចផុតពី�រទទួលខុស���វ�ំងអស់ ។

៣.១៥ អតិថជ
ិ ន�ច���
ើ របិទគណនីចរន��យបំ�ញ
� �ក����ស
ើ �
ំុ �យលក�ណអ
៍ ក��រ �ើយ�ក់ជន
ូ HLBCAM។

HLBCAM មិនទទួលយកនូវ�ល់��ចក�ី���ំស��ប់បិទគណនី ��ល�នផ�ល់�យ��ល់�ត់ ឬ
�មម����យមិន��ន�យលក�ណអ
៍ ក��រ�ប់ប��ល
� ប៉�
ុ ម
� ន
ិ កំណត់�ម
ឹ� ទូរស័ព� ទូរ�រ អ៊�
� ល
�៉ ��ើម។
�ល់�ៀវ�មូលប���នប័�� ឬ មូលប���នប័����លមិន�ន់�ន��ើ��ស់ ���វ��គល់មក HLBCAM
វ�ញ��មៗ ���ល��លគណនីចរន���វ�នបិទ។

៤.

គណនីចរន��ជីវកម�

៤.១

គណនីចរន��ជីវកម� គឺ����ទ
� គណនីចរន��ល
� ��វ� �នប��ត
ើ �ើងស��បអ
់ តិថជនមិន��នរូបវន�បគ
ុ ល
�
��ល�ន��តប
ិ ត��
ិ រញឹក�ប់ និង�នចំនន
ួ ទឹក��ក�
់ ន
ើ� ។

៤.២ HLBCAM �ចកំណត់លក�ខណ���លរួម�ន ប៉ុ��មិនកំណត់��ឹម ចំនួនទឹក��ក់ប��ើ�ើកដំបូង
ក�����កម� និងក��ិតសមតុល��អប��បរ� ��លអតិថិជន���វរក��ទុក ស��ប់�ើកគណនីចរន��ជីវកម�
ដូច�ន��ងក��ងលក�ណៈសំ�ល់���
��

HLBCAM។

និងក������ងៗ

រួម�ំង��ងអ���រ��ក់��ល�ន��ម

លក�ខណ�ត���វ�រ�ំង��ះ�ចនឹង���វ�ន�������ល�មួយ�អ�គត

�មឆ��នុសិទ�ិ��មួយគត់ �យ�ន ឬ ��ន�រជូនដំណឹង�មុន។

៤.៣ គណនីចរន��ជីវកម���វ��ប់��ង�យប��ត�ិ
និងលក�ខណ���លដូច��លអនុវត�ចំ�ះគណនីចរន���រ
�ើក��ងប��ត�ិ និង លក�ខណ��ំង�យ ��ល��ប់��ងគណនីចរន�ផ�យពី��ក៤។

៥.

គណនី��ក់ប��ើ�ន�លកំណត់

៥.១

គណនី��ក់ប��ើ�ន�លកំណត់ គឹ�គណនី��លប��ើត�ើងស��ប់អតិថិជន��ល�នបំណងចង់
ទទួល�នចំណ�លពី�រ��ក់ក��ិតខ�ស់ ��ើចំនួនទឹក��ក់��លខ��ន�ន ស��ប់រយ:��ល�ក់�ក់
�មួយ។
១០

៥.២ HLBCAM

�ចកំណត់លក�ខណ���លរួម�ន

ប៉ុ��មិនកំណត់��ឹម

ចំនួនទឹក��ក់អប��បរ�ស��ប់

�ក់ប��ើ រយៈ��ល ក�����កម�ស��ប់�ើកគណនី��ក់ប��ើ�ន�លកំណត់ ដូច�ន��ងក��ង
លក�ណៈសំ�ល់��� និងក������ងៗ រួម�ំង��ងអ���រ��ក់��ល�ន��ម�� HLBCAM ។

លក�ខណ�ត���វ�រ �ំង��ះ�ចនឹង���វ�ន�������ល�មួយ�អ�គត�មឆ��នុសិទ�ិ��មួយគត់
របស់ HLBCAM �យ�ន ឬ ��ន�រជូនដំណឹង�មុន។

៥.៣ អតិថិជន�ច�ក់��ក់ប��ើ�ក��ងគណនី��ក់ប��ើ�ន�លកំណត់�យបំ��ញទ��ង់��បបទ��ល

HLBCAM �នកំណត់ ។ ប��ប់ពីអតិថិជន�នបំ��ញ�ល់លក�ខណ�ត���វ�ំងអស់�ម�រកំណត់�យ

HLBCAM �ះ HLBCAM នឹងផ�ល់ជូននូវវ���បនប័����ក់ប��ើ�ន�លកំណត់�អតិថិជន��ល�ន
�រប��ក់ និងទទួល��ល់��ឹម���វពីបុគ�លិក��លទទួល�ន�រអនុ��តពី HLBCAM ។
៥.៤

វ���បនប័����ក់ប��ើ�ន�លកំណត់ គឹ�ឯក�រ��លមិន�ច���រ�ន ។ អតិថិជនមិន�ច��ើ��ស់

វ���បនប័���ះ���តិ�គ���តព�កិច� �ះក��ងទ��ង់��ប�ក៏�យ។ ��ស់គណនី��វរក��ទុក
វ���បនប័���ះ�ក���ង��ល�នសុវត�ិ�ព ក��ងករណី��ល�ត់វ���បនប័�� ��ស់គណនី��វ��ើ�រ

ជូនដំណឹង��យលក�ណ៍អក��រ�ប��ន់� HLBCAM។ HLBCAM មិនទទួលខុស���វចំ�ះ�រ�ត់បង់

ឬ �រខូច�ត��ល��ស់គណនីទទួលរង ប��លមកពី �ព���ស����ស ក��ងករណី��ល�ន�រ���ង
បន�ំ��ើ��ស់វ���បនប័��។

HLBCAM

�ចផ�ល់ជូននូវវ���បនប័��ទុតិយ�ក��ងលក�ខណ���ល��ស់

គណនី�ះ�នចុះហត�����ើលិខិត��ជួសជុលសំណង ។
៥.៥

អតិថិជន�ច��ើសុំរ�យ�រណ៍ស�ីពីគណនី��ក់ប��ើ�ន�លកំណត់�ៀង�ល់ ���ំ�� និង/ឬ ���ំ
��ី�ស ឬ ក��ងរយៈ��ល����ង�ម�រកំណត់�យ HLBCAM ។ អតិថិជន���វ���តពិនិត���ើល�ល់ទិន�ន័យ
�ក�ង
� រ�យ�រណ៍របស់ខន
� ឱ���នច��ស់�ស់
(on-line) របស់ HLBCAM

ឬ

ក�ង
� ករណីអតិថជ
ិ ន���
ើ ស
� �
់ �
� កម��ឡ
� ច
ិ ��ន
� ច
ិ

និង���វ��ើ�រជូនដំណឹងមក HLBCAM �ប��ន់ ��សិន�ើរក�ើញ��ន

កំហុស�ើត�ើង�ក��ង�ះ។ ��សិន�ើក�ងកំឡ�ង��ល ១៤ (ដប់បួន) ��� (ឬ រយ:��ល����ង�ៀត
��លកំណត់�យ HLBCAM �ក��ងរ�យ�រណ៍/�រជូនដំណឹង/រ�យ�រណ៍គណនី��ឡិច���និច
(on-line) ប��ប់ពីទទួល�ន រ�យ�រណ៍�ះ ឬ ពី�លបរ���ទ��រ�យ�រណ៍គណនី��ឡិច���និច
(on-line)
�ះ��

អតិថិជនមិន�ន��ើ�រជំ�ស់�ើទិន�ន័យព័ត៌�ន�មួយ��ល�ន�ក��ងរ�យ�រណ៍

អតិថិជន���វ�នសន�ត់��នទទួលយកទិន�ន័យព័ត៌�ន��ល���វ�នប���ន��ឹម�លបរ���ទ

��� រប���ល ចុង��យ�ក��ងរ�យ�រណ៍គណនីចរន�/ក��ងករណីអតិថិជន��ើ��ស់

���កម�

��ឡិច���និច (on-line) របស់ HLBCAM រ�យ�រណ៍គណនី��ឡិច���និច (on-line) ��ឹម���វ និង��ឳ��

HLBCAM រួចផុតពី�រទទួលខុស���វ�ំងអស់ ។
៥.៦

�រ��ក់��ល�នអ���រ��ក់ដូច HLBCAM �ន��ម��ៀង�មួយ��ស់គណនីនឹង���វ ទូ�ត់ជូន��ស់
គណនី�ៀង�ល់ចុង�លបរ���ទដល់�លកំណត់

(ឥណ��តិ�ន)

��ប��ម�ល�រណ៍របស់

HLBCAM ។ ��ស់គណនី�ច��ើស��សក��ង�រប���ល�រ��ក់ ��លទទួល�ន�ក��ងគណនី�ន�ល
កំណត់ �យស�័យ��វត�ិ ឬ ទូ�ត់�យ��ក����ងពី��។

៥.៧ ��លបរ���ទដល់�លកំណត់ (ឥណ��តិ�ន) ��គណនី��ក់ប��ើ�ន�លកំណត់ ��សិន�ើ
HLBCAM មិនទទួល�ននូវ��ចក�ី���ំ�មួយ ឬ ��ចក�ី���ំ�ះមិន��ញ��ញ ឬ HLBCAM
ពុំ�ចអនុវត��ន��ម��ចក�ី���ំពីអតិថិជន�ន

�ះគណនី��ក់ប��ើ�ន�លកំណត់��វបន�

សុពល�ព��លបរ���ទកំណត់ថ�ី�យស�័យ��វត�ិ�យ�នលក�ខណ�ដូច���នឹងលក�ខណ���ល
១១

��ស់គណនី�ន��ើស��សពីដំបូង

HLBCAM រក��សិទ�ិក�ង�រ�ក់ប���ល�រ��ក់��លអតិថិជនទទួល

�នពី�លកំណត់�ស់�ក��ង��ក់�ើមរបស់គណនី��ក់ប��ើ�ន�លកំណត់ ��សិន�ើ��ស់គណនី
មិន�ន��ើ�រ��ើស��ស។ អ���រ��ក់��លអនុវត���ើ�លកំណត់ថ�ី ឬ �លបរ���ទ ���របន�
សុពល�ព នឹង���វយកមកអនុវត�។
៥.៨

�ល់�រដក��ក់����ក�មួយ�មុន��ល�លបរ���ទកំណត់ ���វ�ន�ត់ទុក� ��រដក��ក់
មុន�លកំណត់ និងមិន�ន�រទូ�ត់�រ��ក់�មួយស��ប់�រដក��ក់មុន�លកំណត់�ះ�ើយ
�ើក��ង�� HLBCAM យល់��ម����ងពី��ះ ។

៦.

គណនីរួម��

៦.១

ក��ងករណី��លគណនីមួយ�ន��ស់គណនីពីរ ឬ ��ើន�ក់ ប��ត�ិ និងលក�ខណ��ំង��ះ���វអនុវត�ចំ�ះ
�ល់��ស់គណនី�ំងអស់ �យ�មគ�ី�� និង�យ��កពី�� ។ ��ស់គណនីរួមនីមួយៗ ���វទទួល
ខុស���វ�ៀងៗខ��ន �ើចំនួន��ញ��ញចំ�ះ HLBCAM ស��ប់��តិបត�ិ�រ�មួយ ��ល���វ�ន��ើ

�ើង�មរយៈគណនីរួម�ះ។ �ល់�រ��ើសុំប���ម ឬ ��ស់ប�រ��ស់គណនី���ក់��វ��ើ�ើង
��យលក�ណ៍អក��រ និង���វចុះហត�����យ��ស់គណនី�ំងអស់។ លិខិត��ើសុំ��វ�នប��ក់ពី
��តុផល និងប��ក់ពីសមតុល����ល�ន�ក��ង�����ើសុំ។
៦.២ ��ចក�ី��� ំ��ើទ ��ង់��តិបត�ិ�រគណនីរួម
�ង��ម៖

�ច���វ�ន��ើស��សក��ងចំ�មទ��ង់ដូច

ក. ��ស់គណនី���ក់ / ឬ
ខ. ��ស់គណនី�ំងអស់ / ឬ

គ. ��ស់គណនីចំនួនពីរ ឬ ��ើន�ក់ក�ងចំ�ម��ស់គណនី�ំងអស់។

����ទ��តិបត�ិ� រគណនី��ល�ន��ើស��ស
�នកំណត់។

���វកត់���ក��ងទ��ង់��បបទ��ល

HLBCAM

៦.៣ ទ��ង់គណនីរួមប��ប់ ពី��វ�ន�ើក �ច���វ�ន��ស់ប�រលុះ�����ន �រយល់��មឯក�ពពី��ស់

គណនីរួម�ំងអស់។ HLBCAM មិន�ន�តព�កិច�ក�ង�រ��ើ��តិបត�ិ�រ�ម ��ចក�ី���ំពី��ស់គណនី
��ក់ ឬ ��ើន�ក់ចំ�ះ�រ��ស់ប�រទ��ង់��តិបត�ិ�រគណនីគណនី�ះ�ើយ។ ចំ�ះ�របិទគណនី
រួមក៏��វ�ន�រយល់��មពី��ស់គណនី�ំងអស់ផង��រ។

១២

General Terms & Conditions of Accounts
PART I : GENERAL PROVISIONS
1. Definitions
In these Terms & Conditions, the following terms and expressions shall have the
meaning designated to them unless the context requires otherwise:
“Account(s)” means the Customer’s(s’) account or accounts opened and maintained
with HLBCAM and shall include any other new accounts which may be opened by the
Customer(s) with HLBCAM from time to time.
“Business Account Bearing Interest” means the Account(s) contemplated under Part
II Section 2 of these Terms & Conditions.
“Business Current Account” means the Account(s) contemplated under Part II Section
4 of these Terms & Conditions.
“Certificate of Fixed Deposit Receipt” means the record given to the Customer(s) by
HLBCAM evidencing a record of the funds the Customer(s) placed into a Fixed Deposit
Account held at HLBCAM.
“Customer(s)” means a legal or natural person that buys goods or services from
HLBCAM and shall include individuals, partnerships, sole-proprietorships, companies,
societies, associations, organizations and statutory bodies and where applicable
personal representatives and successors-in-title unless specified otherwise in these
Terms & Conditions or by HLBCAM from time to time.
“Fixed Deposit Account” means the Account(s) contemplated under Part II, Section 5
of these Terms & Conditions.
“HLBCAM” means HONG LEONG BANK (CAMBODIA) PLC and includes its branches and
its successors-in-title and assigns.
“Joint Account” means the Account(s) contemplated under Part II, Section 2 of these
Terms & Conditions.
“NBC” means the National Bank of Cambodia.
“Online Account Statement” means the record, given to the Customer(s), summarizing all transactions in an account during the time from the previous record to the
current record that is made available to the Customer(s) online through
http://www.hlb.com.my/kh.
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“Statement Date” means the date on which the Account statement is made available
to the Customer(s).
“Terms & Conditions” means the terms and conditions set out in this booklet and shall
include any amendments, variations and supplements made from time to time by
HLBCAM and shall apply to all Account(s) unless specific account terms contrary to
these Terms & Conditions apply.
2. Interpretation
2.1 Terms and expressions importing masculine gender shall include feminine and
neuter genders and vice versa. The word importing singular shall include the
plural number and vice versa.
2.2 Where the Customer(s) consists of 2 (two) or more persons, the obligations and
liabilities of each person shall be joint and several.
3. Opening and Closure of Account(s):
3.1 The opening, general operations and closing of Account(s) is governed by these
Terms & Conditions which may be added to, amended, varied, rescinded and
modified from time to time at HLBCAM’s sole discretion with or without notice
and the Customer(s) agrees to abide and continue to be bound by these Terms &
Conditions, amendments, variation, rescission and modification thereof.
3.2 The opening of the Account(s) is made through HLBCAM’s prescribed form and is
subject to HLBCAM’s requirements, including those as to age, minimum deposit,
references and supporting documents acceptable to HLBCAM. HLBCAM may vary
such requirements at any time and from time to time at its absolute discretion.
3.3 HLBCAM reserves the rights not to accept the application for opening Account(s)
without being obliged to disclose any reason whatsoever for the refusal. The
rejection by HLBCAM is final.
3.4 The Customer(s) is required to furnish to HLBCAM valid identification documents
and such other documents as required by HLBCAM from time to time for the
opening of the Account(s). The Customer(s) shall ensure that all documents
furnished to HLBCAM remain valid at all times and undertake to notify HLBCAM as
soon as practical when any of such document become invalid for any reason
whatsoever. HLBCAM reserves the right to request, from time to time, further
information or documents in compliance or in accordance to the applicable
Cambodian Law on Anti-Money Laundering and Combating the Financing of
Terrorism and/or such similar legislation applicable to Cambodia and/or Malaysia
and the Customer(s) undertake to immediately furnish to HLBCAM such information
or documents as and when requested.
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3.5 The Customer(s) are to ensure that all particulars in the prescribed deposit form
are duly completed and accurate before making such deposit. No alteration is
allowed on the aforesaid form and the Customer(s) has to complete a new form
to re-execute the transaction. HLBCAM reserves the right to amend/alter the
filled form in case of minor errors.
3.6 HLBCAM may, at its absolute discretion, close the Account(s) by giving prior
notice to the accountholder of such closure and HLBCAM shall not be obligated to
disclose any reasons thereof.
3.7 Unless otherwise agreed by HLBCAM, any closure of the Account(s) by the
accountholder shall be done in person by submitting HLBCAM’s prescribed form.
3.8 Upon the closure of any or all of the Account(s) either by the Customer(s) or by
HLBCAM, the Customer(s) shall immediately return to HLBCAM all unused checks,
ATM cards and other objects associated with the Account(s) that were provided
to the Customer(s) by HLBCAM.
3.9 When the accountholder withdraws the entire balance in the Account(s), the
Account(s) shall be deemed to be closed.
4. Sufficient Fund: The Customer(s) shall ensure that there are cleared and sufficient
funds available in the Account(s) to perform any of the transactions instructed by the
Customer(s). Any closure of the Account(s) shall be done in person by the accountholder by submitting the form as prescribed by HLBCAM.
5. Instruction and Notices:
5.1 The Customer(s) undertakes to notify HLBCAM in writing as soon as possible of
any instruction or change of the supporting documents, including but not limit to,
signature/signatory(ies), address or any other personal or corporate information.
HLBCAM shall not be liable for any loss incurred by the Customer(s) in respect of
changes that have not been properly notified to HLBCAM. HLBCAM also shall not
be responsible for any delay or omission in carrying out such instruction.
5.2 All instructions and notices given to HLBCAM shall be in writing and shall be
deemed delivered only when HLBCAM confirms receipt by its written acknowledgment. Any demand or notice to accountholder issued by HLBCAM shall be
deemed to have been delivered if delivered personally or after posting to the last
known address of the accountholder registered with HLBCAM.
6. Right of Set-off and Consolidation: Without prejudice to any other remedies which
HLBCAM may have, HLBCAM is entitled to combine and consolidate any or all of the
Customer’s(s’) Account(s) opened and maintained with HLBCAM of whatsoever
nature, including but not limited to Joint Account and Fixed Deposit Account, against
the Customer’s(s’) liabilities with HLBCAM and HLBCAM is entitled to set off the
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consolidated balance with the said liabilities which is due for payment but which has
not been paid.
7. Cost and Charges: Subject to Clause 6, HLBCAM shall be entitled to impose services
fees and other miscellaneous charges and penalties, including usual bank charges,
commissions, stamp duty on all transactions and services provided at such rates as
may be notified from time to time. HLBCAM reserve the absolute right to vary such
service charge and penalty at any time and from time to time with prior notice.
8. Anti-Security: Account(s) opened and maintained with HLBCAM as well as all associated
documents, including but not limited to, passbooks and deposit slips issued by
HLBCAM with respect to the Account(s) may not be used as collateral in whatsoever
form, whether registered or not, by the accountholder without a written consent
from HLBCAM. HLBCAM reserves the right to withhold such consent without being
obliged to disclose the reason of such refusal.
9. Death and Incapacity: In event of death or incapacity of any accountholder(s) including
any Joint Account (irrespective of mode of operation chosen), HLBCAM shall be
entitled to block such Account’s(s’) operation until there is a liquidation of the
deceased or incapacitated accountholder done in accordance with the applicable
laws. HLBCAM reserves the right to comply with applicable legal requirements prior
to release of any credit balance in the Account(s) to legal representative of deceased
or incapacitated accountholder.
10 Dormant Account: Account(s) opened and maintained with HLBCAM with no operation
10.
for a duration of 1 (one) year period shall be deemed as dormant account. In order to
reactivate such account, a deposit transaction shall be initiated at the branch where
the account was opened. HLBCAM reserves the right to close any dormant account
and any unclaimed balance as defined in accordance with the applicable regulations,
shall be transferred to the NBC.
11 Waiver: Any forbearance or failure or delay by HLBCAM in exercising any right, power
11.
or remedy or partial exercise thereof shall not be deemed as a waiver of such right,
power or remedy and shall not preclude any further exercise thereof. HLBCAM’s
rights, powers, and remedies shall continue in full force and effect until such rights
are specifically waived by an instrument in writing executed by HLBCAM.
12. Indemnity
12.1 The Customer(s) unconditionally and irrevocably agrees to indemnify HLBCAM
and keep HLBCAM indemnified against all claims, demands, actions, liabilities,
damages, costs, losses and expenses of whatever nature which HLBCAM may
incur in any way in connection with the grant by HLBCAM of any credit or banking
facility or accommodation, performing any banking service for the Customer(s),
paying and / or collecting any check or other instrument of or in favor of the
Customer(s) in respect of the deposit account or any other account of the
Customer(s) (“HLBCAM’s Liability”) and, without limiting the foregoing, to pay to
HLBCAM on demand all sums which may be claimed from HLBCAM or
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which HLBCAM may pay or become liable to pay under or by reason of or in
connection with HLBCAM’s Liability.
12.2 HLBCAM may pay immediately any and all amounts claimed from it or any or all
amounts which HLBCAM may become liable to pay under or in connection with
HLBCAM’s Liability without any reference to or further authority from the
Customer(s) and without being under any duty to enquire whether any claims on
HLBCAM are properly made, even if the Customer(s) disputed the validity of any
such claim, and the Customer(s) shall accept any claim on HLBCAM and any
payment which HLBCAM makes as binding on the Customer(s). The amounts paid
by HLBCAM shall be debited from any of the Account(s) or Joint Account(s) maintained by the Customer(s) with HLBCAM.
13. Force Majeure: Notwithstanding any other provisions herein, in the event HLBCAM is
13
unable to perform any operations or to provide any services due to any reason
beyond HLBCAM’s control, including but not limited to fire, earthquake, flood,
epidemic, natural catastrophe, accident, riots, civil disturbances, industrial dispute,
act of public enemy, embargo, war, act of god or any factor in a nature of a force
majeure or any failure or disruption to telecommunication, electricity, water, fuel
supply, HLBCAM shall not in any way be liable for any inconvenience, loss, injury,
damages suffered or incurred by the Customer(s) arising from the same.
14 Disclosure: Customer(s) hereby agree and authorize HLBCAM to disclose Customer’s(s’)
14.
information to any person(s) in or outside Cambodia including but not limited to
companies within the group of HLBCAM as well as HLBCAM’s ultimate holding
company, whether such companies are residing, situated, carrying on business, incorporated or constituted within or outside of Cambodia. Further, the Customer’s(s’)
information allowed to be shared includes but is not limited to any information about
or with regard to the Customer(s), Customer’s(s’) affairs and/or banking accounts for
such purposes as HLBCAM deems fit or appropriate. Disclosure to companies which
are involved in the promotion, sale, delivery and distribution of financial products and
services shall be for facilitating operations, business, cross-selling and other purposes
of HLBCAM.
15 Security and Disclaimer: These Terms & Conditions contain requirements/instructions
15.
to Customer(s) with regard to the security of the Customer’s(s’) Account(s),
Account(s) related instruments and records. Where any express
term/requirement/instruction in these Terms & Conditions is not complied with by
the Customer(s), HLBCAM will be discharged from all liabilities in relation to the
same. The Customer(s) understands that where access to Account(s) is facilitated by
the Customer(s) to other/multiple parties, the Customer(s) will address the need for
internal safeguards and the checking of Account(s) statements as set out herein.
16 Severability: Whenever possible each provision of these Terms & Conditions shall be
16.
interpreted in such manner as to make it effective and valid under applicable law, but
if any provision of these Terms & Conditions shall be unenforceable or invalid under
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applicable law, such provision shall be ineffective only to the extent of such unenforceability or invalidity, and the remaining provisions of these Terms & Conditions
shall continue to be binding and in full force and effect.
17
17. Governing Law: These Terms & Conditions shall be governed by and construed in all
respects in accordance with Cambodian law. Any dispute arising out of this Terms &
Condition shall be referred to and resolved by the competent Court of Cambodia.
PART II : ACCOUNT(S)
1. Saving Account
1.1 The Savings Account is designed for Customer(s) who want to save money on a
regular basis for the future.
1.2 The Customer(s) may make all deposits into Saving Account by completing the
form as prescribed by HLBCAM and producing the documents required by HLBCAM
at any branch of HLBCAM.
1.3 Upon opening the saving account, HLBCAM will issue a passbook to the
Customer(s).
1.4 HLBCAM shall not be responsible for any entry or sum not acknowledge in the
passbook under the signature of HLBCAM’s authorized official or validated by
HLBCAM’s teller machine. The Customer(s) is therefore advised to carefully examine each entry in the passbook before leaving HLBCAM’s premises.
1.5 HLBCAM may impose, including but not limited to, an initial deposit for an opening of a new saving account and a minimum balance to be maintained at all
times as provided in Product Features and Fees and Interest Rate Table which are
available at any branch of HLBCM. These requirements may be changed from
time to time at HLBCAM’s sole discretion with or without prior notice.
1.6 Interest payment earned on the deposit made into saving account shall be calculated on the daily basis available balances based on HLBCAM’s prevailing rate and
policy as provided in Product Features and Fees and Interest Rate Table which are
available at any branch of HLBCM. Subject to the deduction of applicable tax,
interest earned shall be credited monthly into saving account on the last day of
every month or such other date as determined by HLBCAM at its discretion.
HLBCAM reserves the right to change the prevailing interest rate with a prior
notice as determined in Product Features and Fees and Interest Rate Table which
are available at any branch of HLBCM to the Customer(s).
1.7 The Customer(s) shall immediately notify HLBCAM in writing in event of loss of
the passbook. The passbook may be reissued to the Customer(s) upon request at
the expense of the Customer(s), provided that the accountholder duly signs the
letter of indemnity as prescribed by HLBCAM. HLBCAM shall not be held responsi
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ble for any losses or damages suffered by accountholder, due to the negligence
of the accountholder, should there be any fraudulent withdrawal from saving
account prior to HLBCAM’s receipt of written notice of such loss of the passbook.
1.8 Withdrawals may be made in person by the accountholder by producing an
identification document, passbook and a duly completed withdrawal form as
prescribed by HLBCAM and any other relevant documents as may be requested
by HLBCAM and particulars which have been duly verified by HLBCAM. Any
payment made by HLBCAM to a person producing the passbook and a withdraw
slip purported to be signed by the Customer(s) shall have the same effect as if
made to the Customer(s) personally and shall exonerate HLBCAM and its
employee from all liabilities to the Customer(s) or any other person.
2. Business Account Bearing Interest
2.1 The Business Account Bearing Interest is a Savings Account designed for
non-individual Customer(s) who want to earn interest on funds parked aside for
an unknown period with HLBCAM.
2.2 HLBCAM may impose, including but not limit to, an initial deposit, service
charge(s) and minimum balance to be maintained at all time for opening of
Business Account Bearing Interest as provided in Product Features and Fees and
Interest Rate Table which are available at any branch of HLBCM. These requirements may be changed from time to time at HLBCAM’s sole discretion with or
without prior notice.
2.3 A penalty, as specified in Product Features and Fees and Interest Rate Table
which are available at any branch of HLBCM will be imposed and assessed against
the Customer(s) for a Business Account Bearing Interest balance that is less than
the amount specified in the Product Features and Fees and Interest Rate Table
which are available at any branch of HLBCM.
2.4 The Customer(s) may make all deposits and withdrawal from the Business
Account Bearing Interest in accordance with Product Features and Fees and
Interest Rate Table which are available at any branch of HLBCM in a form
prescribed by HLBCAM.
2.5 The Customer(s) will be issued a Business Account Bearing Interest statement will
be issued in accordance Product Features and Fees and Interest Rate Table which
are available at any branch of HLBCM or at such periods as may be determined by
HLBCAM at its absolute discretion.
2.6 The Customer(s) must examine all entries in the Business Account Bearing
Interest statement, or in the case of HLBCAM Online Banking, the Online Account
Statement, and to immediately report to HLBCAM any error found therein. If the
Customer(s) does not, within fourteen (14) days (or such other period specified
by HLBCAM) after the receipt of Business Account Bearing Interest statement or
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from the Statement Date of the Online Account Statement, object to any entry
therein, the Customer(s) shall be deemed to have accepted the entries made up
to the date of the last entry in the Business Account Bearing Interest statement /
Online Account Statement, as in the case of Hong Leong Online Banking, as
correct and discharge HLBCAM from all liabilities.
3. Current Account
3.1 The Current Account is a transaction account designed for Customer(s) who
require convenient services and access to their money.
3.2 The Customer(s) may make all deposits into Current Account by completing the
form as prescribed by HLBCAM and producing the documents required by HLBCAM
at any branch of HLBCAM. HLBCAM may impose, including but not limit to, an
initial deposit, service charge(s) and minimum balance to be maintained at all
time for opening of current account as provided in Product Features and Fees and
Interest Rate Table which are available at any branch of HLBCM. These requirements may be changed from time to time at HLBCAM’s sole discretion with or
without prior notice.
3.3 The application for checkbook shall be made by the Customer(s) in writing in a
form as prescribed by HLBCAM or by any other mean as HLBCAM may otherwise
authorize. Upon the Customer(s) fulfilled all the requirements as determined by
HLBCAM at its absolute discretion, the Customer(s) will be duly notified of the
availability of checkbook to be picked up personally at the branch where the
current account was opened. Any subsequent checkbook can be requested
through the request page available in the checkbook, subject to the Customer(s)
satisfactory operation of the current account.
3.4 Checks may not be drawn on HLBCAM except on those checks supplied by
HLBCAM bearing the account number of current account. The Customer(s) who
wish(es) to withdraw cash may do so with the prior consent of HLBCAM by using
the prescribed checks, prescribed withdrawal slips or such other instruments or
forms as may be required by HLBCAM. Electric/electronic typewriter and erasable
ink should not be used for drawing checks. HLBCAM shall not be held liable for
any losses or damages arising from the use of electric/electronic typewriter and
erasable ink.
3.5 The Customer(s) shall exercise care when writing out checks so as not to facilitate
fraud. HLBCAM shall have the right to dishonor and return checks where the
signature of the Customer(s) differs from the specimen supplied to HLBCAM. No
alterations whatsoever shall be made on checks. HLBCAM reserves the right to
dishonor and return checks which in HLBCAM's sole opinion bear any form of
alteration (whether countersigned by the Customer(s)/drawer(s) or otherwise)
or HLBCAM has reasons to doubt the genuineness of the Customer’s(s’) identity.
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3.6 The Customer(s) shall immediately inform HLBCAM in the event a checkbook or
check leaf is missing, lost, stolen or destroyed. HLBCAM will not be liable or
responsible for any losses or damages incurred by the Customer(s) if through
his/her negligence or omission an unauthorized person obtains the checkbook or
check leaf and fraudulently obtains payment on any sum belonging to the
Customer(s).
3.7 In event of loss of checkbook, HLBCAM may at the request of the Customer(s)
issue a checkbook upon the execution of a letter of indemnity and in the case of
a Joint Account by all the joint Customer(s) and a service charge will be levied on
the accountholder. Upon issuance of a new checkbook, the original shall
3.8 thereafter be invalid and if found or recovered must immediately be returned to
HLBCAM.
3.9 The Customer(s) must make sure the checkbook contents are correct before
leaving the premises of HLBCAM. Failure to do so shall discharge HLBCAM from all
liabilities.
3.10 Notice of the intention to stop payment on any checks issued shall be made by
the Customer(s) in writing. The written notice to HLBCAM instructing HLBCAM to
stop check must include the: check number, account number, amount, name of
payee and date. HLBCAM will only record the order countermanding payment of
the check upon receipt of the notification letter from the account holder. HLBCAM
shall not be held responsible or liable for any losses of the Customer(s) caused by
any negligence or oversight of HLBCAM in not affecting the stop check.
3.11 HLBCAM is authorized to honor and comply with all checks, drafts, orders to pay,
bills of exchange and promissory notes expressed to be drawn, signed, accepted,
endorsed or made on the Customer’s(s’) behalf whether current account is in
credit or in debit or may become overdrawn in consequence or otherwise but
without prejudice to HLBCAM's right to refuse any overdraft. Where a debit or
non-prearranged overdrawn position arises, the Customer(s) shall be liable for all
such sums.
3.12 If the accountholder draws several checks or issue several instructions for
payment on the current account and if the aggregate amount of the checks or the
payment instructions exceeds the disposable credit balance or any prior arrangement made with HLBCAM, HLBCAM shall be entitled, with the fund available, to
pay the check or instruction for payment which has been first presented for
payment, irrespective of the dates written on the checks or the dates of these
instructions.
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3.13 In the event that a check is dishonored by HLBCAM, HLBCAM may, (but shall not
be obliged to), return the check to the presenter with or without stating the
reasons. HLBCAM shall not be held liable to the issuer of the check, beneficiary or
any third party for dishonoring a check provided that HLBCAM acts in good faith.
HLBCAM reserves the right to levy a penalty as determined at its sole discretion
from time to time for dishonoring a check.
3.14 A Current Account statement will be rendered once a month or at such periods as
may be determined by HLBCAM. The Customer(s) must examine all entries in
current account statement, or in the case of Hong Leong Online Banking, the
Online Account Statement, and to immediately report to HLBCAM any error found
therein. If the Customer(s) does not, within 14 (fourteen) days (or such other
period specified by HLBCAM in the statement/notice/Online Account Statement)
after the receipt of current account statement or from the Statement Date of the
Online Account Statement, object to any entry therein the Customer(s) shall be
deemed to have accepted the entries made up to the date of the last entry in the
current account statement/Online Account Statement, as in the case of Hong
Leong Online Banking, as correct and discharge HLBCAM from all liabilities.
3.15 The Customer(s) may close Current Account by submitting a written request to
HLBCAM. Any instructions conveyed either verbally or by way of non-written
means, including but not limit to telephone, facsimile, email, etc., would not be
accepted by HLBCAM. All unused checkbook or check shall immediately be
returned to HLBCAM upon closure of Current Account.
4. Business Current Account
4.1 The Business Current Account is a current account designed for non-individual
Customer(s) who need to make frequent and large transactions.
4.2 HLBCAM may impose, including but not limit to, an initial deposit, service
charge(s) and minimum balance to be maintained at all time for opening of
Business Current Account as provided in Product Features and Fees and Interest
Rate Table which are available at any branch of HLBCM. These requirements may
be changed from time to time at HLBCAM’s sole discretion with or without prior
notice.
4.3 The Business Current Account is governed by the same Terms & Conditions as the
Current Account, except where the Terms & Conditions governing the Current
Account contradict Section 4.
5. Fixed Deposit Account
5.1 The Fixed Deposit Account is designed for Customer(s) who want to earn a high
return on their extra cash available for a period of time.
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5.2 HLBCAM may impose, including but not limit to, a minimum deposit amount,
tenure, service charge(s) for opening Fixed Deposit Account as provided in
Product Features and Fees and Interest Rate Table which are available at any
branch of HLBCM. These requirements may be changed from time to time at
HLBCAM’s sole discretion with or without prior notice.
5.3 The Customer(s) may place deposit amount as Fixed Deposit Account by filling
out a form prescribed by HLBCAM. Upon fulfillment all the requirements by the
Customer(s) as determined by HLBCAM, a Certificate of Fixed Deposit Receipt will
be provided to the Customer(s) with duly certified and acknowledged by
HLBCAM’s authorized official.
5.4 In case of renewal, a Certificate of Renewal of Fixed Deposit Receipt shall be
issued to the Customer(s). Certificate of Fixed Deposit Receipt and Certificate of
Renewal of Fixed Deposit Receipt (collectively referred to as “Certificate”) are
non-transferable and not a document of title. The Certificate may not be used by
the Customer(s) as collateral in any form whatsoever. The accountholder shall
keep the Certificate in a safe place and any loss of the Certificate shall be immediately notified in writing by the accountholder to HLBCAM. HLBCAM shall not be
responsible for any losses or damages suffered by the accountholder, due to the
negligence of the accountholder, should there be any fraudulent use of the
Certificate. A duplicate of Certificate may be issued by HLBCAM, provided that the
accountholder sign a letter of indemnity.
5.5 The Customer(s) may request a statement of the Fixed Deposit Account on
monthly and/or quarterly or at such periods as may be determined by HLBCAM.
The Customer(s) must examine all entries in the statement, or in the case of
Hong Leong Online Banking, the Online Account Statement, and to immediately
report to HLBCAM any error found therein. If the Customer(s) does not, within 14
(fourteen) days (or such other period specified by HLBCAM in the statement /
notice / Online Account Statement) after the receipt of statement or from the
Statement Date of the Online Account Statement, object to any entry therein the
Customer(s) shall be deemed to have accepted the entries made up to the date
of the last entry in the statement / Online Account Statement, as in the case of
Hong Leong Online Banking, as correct and discharge HLBCAM from all liabilities.
5.6 Interest at the rates as HLBCAM agreed with the accountholder shall be paid to
the accountholder at the end of maturity date in accordance with HLBCAM policy.
The accountholder may opt to be credited the interest earned automatically into
their Fixed Deposit Account or paid separately.
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5.7 On maturity date of Fixed Deposit Account, if there is no instruction duly received
by HLBCAM or the instruction is incomplete or HLBCAM is unable to comply with
the instruction from accountholder, the Fixed Deposit Account shall be automatically rolled over with tenure with the same conditions as initially chose by the
accountholder and a Certificate of Renewal of Fixed Deposit Receipt shall be
issued to the Customer(s). HLBCAM reserves the right to credit the interest earned
in previous tenure into the principal Fixed Deposit Account, if the Customer(s)
does not choose otherwise. The applicable interest rate on the new tenure or
renewal date will be applied.
5.8 Any partial withdrawal prior to maturity date will be deemed as a premature
withdrawal and no interest will be paid for any premature withdrawal, except
HLBCAM agree otherwise.
6. Joint Account
6.1 Where an account consists of two or more accountholders, these Terms & Conditions shall apply to all joint accountholders, jointly and severally. Each joint
accountholder shall be individually liable in full amount to HLBCAM for any operations conducted with respect to Joint Account. Any request for addition or changing of any joint accountholder shall be made in writing and duly signed by all
joint accountholders. The request letter shall state the reason and confirm the
balance as of the date of request.
6.2 The instructions regarding the operations on a Joint Account can take any one of
the following forms:
(a) Either joint accountholder;
(b) All joint accountholders; or
(c) Any two or more of the joint accountholders
The mode of operation chosen shall be recorded in the form prescribed by
HLBCAM.
6.3 The mode of operation of a Joint Account after it is opened can be altered only
with the consent of all the joint accountholders. HLBCAM will not be bound to act
on the instruction(s) of one or some of the joint accountholders regarding such
alteration. The closure of Joint Account shall also require to have the consent of
all joint accountholders.
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